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Nature As Teacher: How I Discovered New Principles in the Working of Nature (Eco-Technology Series)Gateway, 1998
At the time of writing the world is being engulfed by increasingly cataclysmicmanifestations of the disturbance and disruption of Nature's otherwise orderly processes. From reports received almost daily, both nationally and from around the world, we are increasingly forced to become aware of certain life-threatening irregularities in the...
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Cloud Computing: Technologies and Strategies of the Ubiquitous Data CenterCRC Press, 2010

	Modern computing is no longer about devices but is all about providing services, a natural progression that both consumers and enterprises are eager to embrace. As it can deliver those services, efficiently and with quality, at compelling price levels, cloud computing is with us to stay. Ubiquitously and quite definitively, cloud...
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Must We All Die?: Alaska's Enduring Struggle with TuberculosisUniversity of Alaska Press, 2005

	Alaska Natives have struggled with the 'white plague' of tuberculosis for centuries. At last, physician and historian Robert Fortuine brings their story to light. He provides a comprehensive account of tuberculosis from its earliest occurrence in prehistory through the latest outbreaks, made more threatening by HIV/AIDS.

	Fortuine...
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The Business Case For E-LearningCisco Press, 2004
Realize productivity gains from network-driven communication,  training, and assessment

The Business Case for E-Learning  is the first book that demonstrates the productivity gains provided by Internet  learning through a unique approach combining e-communication,...
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Laszlo in ActionManning Publications, 2008
Laszlo in Action is the first comprehensive guide to the Laszlo system and its language LZX. OpenLaszlo is an increasingly popular open-source platform for the development and delivery of rich internet applications across multiple platforms: Flash, DHTML, and J2ME. The dramatic emergence of Ajax over the past year was a first step in the...
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Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and NetworkingIdea Group Publishing, 2005
The purpose of the Encyclopedia of Multimedia Technology and Networking is to offer a written
compendium of human knowledge related to the emerging multimedia digital metamarket.

Multimedia technology, networks and online interactive multimedia services are taking advantage of a
series of radical innovations in converging...
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Urban and Regional Data Management: UDMS Annual 2013CRC Press, 2013

	The Urban Data Management Society has organised international symposia at various locations throughout Europe since 1971, and UDMS 2013 marks its second visit to London. From its outset, UDMS has highlighted changes and trends in urban data and urban data management. However, the rate of emergence of new data and new technologies has never...
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Selling Digital Music, Formatting CultureUniversity of California Press, 2015

	Selling Digital Music, Formatting Culture documents the transition of recorded music on CDs to music as digital files on computers. More than two decades after the first digital music files began circulating in online archives and playing through new software media players, we have yet to fully internalize the cultural and aesthetic...
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Color Appearance Models (The Wiley-IS &T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
The law of proportion according to which the several colors are formed, even if a man knew he would be foolish in telling, for he could not give any necessary reason, nor indeed any tolerable or probable explanation of them.
Plato

Despite Plato’s warning, this book is about one of the major unresolved issues in the field of...
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Algorithms: Sequential, Parallel, and DistributedCourse Technology PTR, 2004


	The objectives of this book are to provide a solid foundation for the classical the

	ory of sequential algorithms and to cover some of the most important recent al

	gorithmic developments, including the rapidly advancing theory of parallel and

	distributed algorithms. The book is intended to serve as a text for a core upper...
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Guided Self-Organization: Inception (Emergence, Complexity and Computation)Springer, 2013

	Is it possible to guide the process of self-organisation towards specific patterns and outcomes? Wouldn’t this be self-contradictory? After all, a self-organising process assumes a transition into a more organised form, or towards a more structured functionality, in the absence of centralised control. Then...
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IT Innovation for Adaptability and CompetitivenessSpringer, 2004
IT Innovation for Adaptability and Competitiveness addresses the topic of IT innovations that can further an organization's ability to adapt and be competitive. Thus we address the problem at an earlier starting point, that is, the emergence of something innovative in an organization, applied to that organization, and its process of being...
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